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occupations as sitting or chatting, similar, although less marked,
variations in the efficient performance of interpolated tests occur
throughout the day (Muscio, 1920).
6.-PATHOLOGICAL MENTAL FATIGUE
Feelings of 'physiological' mental fatigue, i.e. of fatigue which is effect-
ively dispelled by com para thely brief rests or by sleep, show \ast indi-
vidual differences. At the one extreme there are the very rare mental
athletes (I arn acquainted with one of them) \\ho assert that apart from
passing boredom or worry they never feel mentally fatigued; and at
the other extreme there are the few highly psjchasthenic persons who
aver that they are seldom, if ever, free from the feelings of mental
weariness. There are similar individual differences in fatisability as
expressed by outward signs; the rapidly growing, the delicate, the dull,
and the 'highly strung' are especially liable in their expression and out-
put to show objective signs of mentai fatigue. The obsessional type of
psychoneurotic may be kept by his abnormally strong persev eration
incessantly and perilously long at work, when the normal person would
be unable to resist from taking protective rei>ts. And not only the
obsessional, but even the mentally best balanced and most \igorous
person, under conditions of sufficiently prolonged intense mental activ-
ity, will ultimately suffer, sometimes quite suddenly, from 'pathological'
fatigue characterized by such wide-spread enduring disturbances that
we describe the condition as one of 'mental breakdown'. We ha\e not,
however, any evidence that extreme muscular fatigue can ever cause
such breakdown, although it may certainly conduce to "physiological"
mental fatigue. And when overwork is the prime cause of mental break-
down, it may well be that the psychoneurotic disorders that de\elop are
due to the conscious or unconscious emotional disturbances induced Emotional
or favoured by the collapse, through fatigue, of normal direction and facxors
control of them. Mental breakdown rarely appears to occur from mental
overwork, and even when the latter is the only discoverable cause one
suspects that an emotional factor has not been detected. The commonest
cause of fatigue, using the term in the sense of a subjective complaint,
is emotional conflict of some kind, ranging from some fairly clear-cut
personal problem to the conflict associated with an on-coming psychosis.
It might be said that mental fatigue arising from overwork alone is
commonest in school children, less common in university students, and
least common in an uncomplicated form in adults generally.
7-SPINAL AND CORTICAL ANALOGIES
A little light is thrown not only on the pathology of "mental breakdown"
after excessive mental work but also on the manifestations of physio-
logical mental fatigue, if we consider the effects of prolonged activity at

